Abstract. File layout of array data is a critical factor that effects the behavior of storage caches, and has so far taken not much attention in the context of hierarchical storage systems. The main contribution of this paper is a compiler-driven file layout optimization scheme for hierarchical storage caches. This approach, fully automated within an optimizing compiler, analyzes a multi-threaded application code and determines a file layout for each disk-resident array referenced by the code, such that the performance of the target storage cache hierarchy is maximized. We tested our approach using 16 I/O intensive application programs and compared its performance against two previously proposed approaches under different cache space management schemes. Our experimental results show that the proposed approach improves the execution time of these parallel applications by 23.7% on average.
Introduction
Caching file blocks in memory (called "storage caching") is a promising way of alleviating disk latencies in applications that manipulate disk-resident data sets. Modern high end systems can employ storage caching in multiple layers, e.g., compute nodes, storage nodes, and I/O nodes. Specifically, the compute nodes are used to execute the application threads, the storage nodes are used to connect the disks, and the I/O nodes are used to transfer data between compute nodes and storage nodes. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , in this type of storage systems, a cluster of compute nodes is connected to a cluster of I/O nodes; each compute node can have a shared or private cache; and each I/O node can have a cache that could be accessed by multiple compute nodes. And, each storage node can employ a cache that is shared by all compute nodes that have access to it. Clearly, how to take advantage of such storage cache hierarchy for I/O-intensive scientific appli- 1 This paper received a nomination for the Best Paper Award at the SC2012 conference and is published here with permission from IEEE.
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cations may be critical from the performance point of view.
Compiler support for I/O-intensive applications have been investigated in the past. Prior compiler research in this direction can be roughly divided into two categories: code transformations and file layout optimizations. Most of the prior code transformation work [4, 25, 27] deals with iteration space tiling and distribution of loop iterations across multiple nodes. File layout optimizations [27] represent a complementary approach and prior efforts in this direction target sequential applications. To our knowledge, there is no prior compiler-based work that automatically optimizes file layouts targeting parallel computing platforms with hierarchical storage caches. Note that, while it is possible to apply single node centric file layout optimizations to multi-threaded applications that run on parallel systems, such an approach would have at least two problems. First, single-node centric file layout optimization strategies fail to capture data sharing patterns among parallel threads, and consequently, the resulting file layouts may not be very good when access patterns of all compute nodes are considered. Second, as will be demonstrated later in this paper through ex- perimental analysis, optimizing layout for only a single layer versus for an entire storage cache hierarchy (multiple layers) can lead to very different results. Therefore, a framework that optimizes file layouts considering parallel (inter-thread) data access patterns and underlying hierarchical cache organization can be very useful in practice. This paper is a step in this direction and makes the following contributions:
• Targeting high-performance computing platforms and I/O-intensive, array-based parallel applications that manipulate disk-resident data sets, we propose a fully automated file layout optimization strategy. This strategy focuses on data layout restructuring as opposed to code restructuring, and it is implemented within an optimizing compiler and determines an optimized file layout for each disk-resident data array manipulated by the application. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first compiler-based I/O work that determines a file layout which considers parallel file accesses from multiple threads running on high performance computing systems with hierarchical storage caches.
• We evaluate this optimization strategy using a set of 16 I/O applications under different system configurations that accommodate hierarchical caches. Our experimental results indicate that the proposed approach improves (in our default system configuration) execution latencies by 23.7% when averaged over 16 I/Ointensive applications. Our results also show that this approach outperforms state-of-the-art code transformation and file layout optimization.
• We demonstrate that the effectiveness of our approach increases when recent exclusive cache management strategies are employed.
Multi-layer storage hierarchy
Our approach targets multi-layer storage hierarchy. Figure 1 illustrates an example of such hierarchy with three layers: compute nodes, I/O nodes, and storage nodes. Recent high-end parallel computing platforms, such as the IBM Blue Gene/P (BG/P) system [18] at Argonne National Laboratory the Cray XT5 system [19] at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, employ multi-layered systems. Designing robust high-end systems is becoming increasingly challenging, partly because matching storage system performance to high degree of computation parallelism available is becoming increasingly difficult. As far as storage systems are concerned, there is also a growing performance gap between CPU/memory speed and disk latency. Therefore, high degrees of scalability are hardly achieved without providing a set of dedicated nodes for handing I/O. For example, a key concept in the Blue Gene architecture is the organization of compute and I/O nodes, also called an I/O forwarder [1] in BG/P, into logical groups called processing sets or psets. A pset consists of one I/O node and a collection of compute nodes. The I/O forwarding mechanism built in this architecture dramatically reduces the number of file system operations/clients that the storage system (parallel file system) sees, thereby improving overall system's scalability. The Cray XT5 I/O subsystem also has simi-lar architecture where storage arrays connected to I/O nodes, called SIO nodes, which reside on a high-speed interconnect [19] .
In our study, we assume that nodes in all layers can be equipped with certain amount of storage caches (though in our experiments we allocate caches only in I/O and storage nodes, due to the high demand of compute node memory). Multi-layer caching has previously been investigated in several studies [12, 44, 47] . In Fig. 1 , each rectangle represents storage caches at different layers. In this particular configuration, every four compute nodes are connected to one dedicated I/O node, all of which are then connected to two storage server. We note that the ratio of I/O nodes to compute nodes can vary from system to system, and depending on the specific configuration, each I/O node services I/O request from different number of computer nodes. Since multi-layered architectures are prevalent, it is crucial to explore cache management and optimization policies that operate in a hierarchy-aware manner.
We now informally discuss what role file layout optimization can play in improving performance of hierarchical storage caches. From a data access perspective, one can talk about three different "layouts" for data. "Array Layout" represents how a multidimensional data structure is viewed by the program. "File layout", on the other hand, is a result of the mapping between array elements (in the multi-dimensional space) and file locations. Finally, "Disk Layout", a result of the mapping between file locations and disks, captures the storage order of data in disks, and is influenced by the underlying file striping strategies adopted. While file systems do not enforce any specific file layout, straightforward layouts such as "row-major" and "column-major" are probably the most widely used ones. In a row-major layout for instance, data elements in a row are stored in consecutive file locations, and rows are stored one after another. Although such simple file layouts are probably sufficient for sequential applications with good spatial reuse, they may not be the best option for multi-threaded applications that manipulate disk-resident datasets.
To illustrate this, consider Fig. 2 (a) which shows a highly simplified example where a thread (of a multithreaded application) makes data accesses to a file under a default (e.g., row-major) file layout. It can be observed that these data accesses are scattered all over the file space, which tends to increase the number of "data blocks" (our cache management unit) occupied. Higher number of data blocks required to store the requested data elements in turn increases the pressure on shared storage caches. More specifically, since each thread brings to the cache more data elements than it needs, effective cache capacity is reduced, which in turn affects application performance. Further, this also hurts performance of other threads that share the same storage cache with this thread. Consider now Fig. 2(b) which shows the same data accesses under an alternate file layout optimized using our approach, technical details of which will be presented in the following sections. In this case, the data elements accessed by our thread are stored in consecutive file locations, which helps us minimize the number of data blocks occupied. That is, optimizing file layout in this fashion reduces the "block footprint" of a node in the target hierarchical cache system. Based on this observation, we propose a framework to minimize the number of data blocks accessed by each thread at each storage layer in a multi-layer storage hierarchy. It needs to be emphasized however that the final file layout should be determined by considering accesses coming from all threads of the application, and in addition, the resulting mapping function between data elements and file locations should be easy to express (from a compiler implementation viewpoint). This optimization is called "inter-node file layout optimization" in this paper, and the file layout determined by it cannot be obtained through existing conventional file layout optimization strategies alone.
Background
In this section, we give the notations and main concepts used in this paper. Figure 3(a) shows an ex- ample code fragment written using MPI-IO [17] . It performs matrix multiplication on disk-resident data. For simplicity, we omit the I/O commands and represent such a code as shown in Fig. 3 (b) in our discussion. In such I/O-intensive applications, if the loop bounds and array accesses are affine functions of outer loop indices and loop-invariant parameters (to simplify the notation, we omit the loop-invariant parameters in our discussion), we can employ the polyhedral model [2] to represent loops and disk-resident arrays, in which, the iteration space of an n-level loop nest is viewed as an n-dimensional polyhedron bounded by linear inequalities derived from loop bounds. Each point in this polyhedron is denoted by an iteration vector i = (i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i n ) T , with i k being the iterator of the kth loop (starting from the outermost one), where 1 k n. Similarly, the data space of an m-dimensional array is viewed as an m-dimensional polyhedron bounded by constants derived from the array declaration statements, and each point (array element) in this polyhedron is denoted by a data (index) vector a = (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a m ) T , with a k corresponding to the index of the kth dimension, where 1 k m. Each array reference r can be expressed in terms of the iteration vector as: a = Q · i + q, where Q is the access matrix of m × n and q is the offset vector of m × 1. For example, the reference W [i, j] to the disk-resident array W in Fig. 3(b) can be expressed as:
where i = (i 1 , i 2 ) T and r = (r 1 , r 2 ) T . In other words, each array reference represents a mapping from the iteration space to the data space of the corresponding disk-resident array.
Another important concept used in this work is hyperplane. In an x-dimensional space (either iteration or data space) denoted by the vector b = (b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b x ) T , a hyperplane is defined by an affine equality
. . , g x (rational numbers) are hyperplane coefficients and c is hyperplane constant. The hyperplane vector g = (g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g x ), which is normal to the hyperplane, defines a hyperplane family, where "member" hyperplanes have the same hyperplane vector but different values of c. In this work, hyperplanes are used to express iteration space and data space partitions based on access patterns.
Hyperplanes can be used to explain our loop parallelization and distribution strategy, where, the m-dimensional iteration space is evenly partitioned into iteration blocks (the last block may have a smaller number of iterations). By a set of parallel hyperplanes orthogonal to the uth dimension (corresponding to the uth loop, where u = m), 2 and these iteration blocks are assigned to the threads in a round robin fashion in the order of the thread numbers. These parallel hyperplanes are called the iteration hyperplanes. The hyperplane vector that represents these iteration space hyperplanes is a 1 × m unit vector (denoted as h I,s ) in the form of (0, 0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0), where 1 appears at the uth position. The left portion of Fig. 5 illustrates an example of our loop parallelization and distribution strategy where iteration blocks are distributed across two threads (P 1 and P 2). Figure 4 shows where our inter-node file layout optimization falls in the compilation flow. Our optimization is applied following the loop parallelization and distribution phase (described in Section 3), which generates parallelized loop nests that access one or more disk resident arrays. In addition to these loop nests, the input to our approach also includes a description of the target storage cache topology (e.g., the number of layers, number of caches at each layer, their capacities, and block sizes). Each array is assumed to be stored in a separate file. 3 Based on the discussion in Section 2, in order to minimize the number of data blocks accessed by each thread, we need to first find the data elements touched by each thread. This is the main goal in the first step of our approach (Section 4.1). Informally speaking, this step re-orders the data elements stored in the file such that the portion of data elements accessed by each thread can be easy identified based 2 The value of u is specified by the user. 3 While storing multiple arrays in the same file can potentially bring further benefits, we postpone its investigation to a future study. on certain dimension of the array. After that, our second step (Section 4.2) takes the storage cache hierarchy into account to form the file layout such that the number of data blocks accessed by each thread can be minimized at each storage cache level. The output of our approach are the modified array accesses (array index functions are updated) and optimized file layout for each array based on parallel accesses issued to it by different threads. It is important to emphasize that our approach determines a file layout for each diskresident data at compile time. There is no dynamic (runtime) layout changes involved and no other runtime overheads.
Inter-node file layout optimization

Step I: Array partitioning
Based on our loop parallelization and distribution strategy explained in Section 3, in this section, we perform a unimodular data transformation on each array to isolate the data elements touched by different threads.
Let us first introduce the concept of unimodular data transformation. A unimodular data transformation maps each data vector a in the original data space to a unique vector a in the transformed data space through a transformation matrix D, whose determinant is either +1 or −1 [30] , i.e., a = D a, and the array reference r is changed accordingly to r , i.e., r = D r.
The basic idea of array partitioning is to perform a unimodular data transformation on each array to isolate the data elements touched by different threads. Observe that, in our loop parallelization and distribution strategy (explained in Section 3), two iterations (denoted as i 1 and i 2 , respectively) that reside on the same iteration hyperplane (defined by h I ) must be accessed by the same thread and grouped into the same iteration block (see Fig. 5 ). Therefore, if the data elements accessed by these two iterations through a transformed reference r always reside on the same hy- perplane with a hyperplane vector h A on the transformed data space, then the transformed n-dimensional data space for each array can be evenly partitioned into data blocks (the last data block may have smaller number of data elements) by a set of parallel hyperplanes represented by h A , such that all the data elements in each data block are only accessed by the same thread. Here h A is a 1 × n unit vector in the form of (0, 0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0), where 1 appears at the vth position, and such a partitioning is illustrated in Fig. 5 . Let L and U refer, respectively, to the lower and upper bounds along the vth dimension of the array, and x be the number of iteration blocks in the iteration space. Then, from this figure, we can also see that, the data block size along the vth dimension can be expressed as
Based on the above observation, let us first derive an expression that D must satisfy for the target array in cases where it has only one (original) reference r. First, note that, any two iterations i 1 and i 2 that reside on a hyperplane defined by a hyperplane vector h I (in the transformed iteration space) should satisfy:
Let E u be the matrix that is obtained from an m × m identity matrix by deleting the uth row. Since h I us a 1 × m unit vector, i.e., h I = (0, 0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0), where 1 appears at the uth position, each row vector of E u is a solution for i 1 − i 2 . Second, since the two data elements a 1 and a 2 accessed by these two iterations through r always reside on the same hyperplane defined by h A (in the transformed data space), similar to Eq. (1), we have h A ( a 1 − a 2 ) = 0. Assuming r = Q i + o and r = D r, we further have:
In other words, any two iterations i 1 and i 2 that satisfy Eq. (1) must also satisfy Eq. (2) . As a result, we have:
Eq. (3) essentially gives the equation that D should satisfy when there only exists one reference for the target array. Since h A , Q and E u are known, Eq. (3) is actually a homogeneous linear system, which can be solved by using Integer Gaussian Elimination [38] . We can further conclude that, in case where there are multiple references to the target array, we have:
where have Q 1 , Q 2 , . . . , Q k are different array access matrices for these references. Equation (4) consists of k homogeneous linear systems to solve. Clearly, a unique D that satisfies all these homogeneous linear systems may not exist. Our strategy is to assign a weight to each access matrix to determine the most beneficial linear system to solve first, which in turn, satisfies the majority of references. Specifically, assuming that there are s references in a given set of multiple loop nests that have the same access matrix Q i , then the weight of Q i , denoted as W (Q i ), is the sum of the number of times that each of these references is accessed, which can be expressed as:
where n j is estimated by the product of the trip counts (the number of iterations) of the loops that enclose the said reference.
Step II: Storage hierarchy aware file layout determination
At this point, array partitioning has identified the data regions locally accessed by different computation blocks (or threads) on compute nodes. Note however that it does not determine a linear file layout for each array to be stored in disks. Therefore, our second step is to create a linear layout for each array based on array partitioning. An important feature of this step is that it explicitly considers the storage-cache hierarchy in the target I/O architecture and forms a linear file layout that minimizes the number of file blocks used by all threads at any given time as well as conflicts between threads in shared storage caches, thus reducing expensive I/O cache misses. The created (linear) file layout can also help improve the effectiveness of hardware I/O prefetching if supported by the underlying system.
The key point to form this file layout is to construct a layout pattern according to the storage cache hierarchy in the target architecture. Specifically, this layout pattern is a thread-interleaved pattern built in a top-down fashion, i.e., from compute nodes to I/O nodes and then to storage nodes that connect to disks, with the consideration of cache capacities at different layers. 4 To make it easy to follow, we use the architecture depicted in Fig. 6 (c) and an already-partitioned two-dimensional array for four threads/computation blocks to describe our strategy. In Fig. 6(c) , we assume that there are four compute nodes, each running a thread; however, no storage caching is employed in each compute node. Therefore, we omit compute nodes and only depict two layers, where SC1 holds two I/O nodes (each connecting to two compute nodes) and SC2 holds one storage node that connects to disks. Suppose that the storage cache capacities at SC1 and SC2 are S 1 and S 2 , respectively, and we have S 1 < S 2 . We now discuss how to form the layout pattern under these assumptions.
First, we construct a SC1 pattern P 1 , P 2 of size S 1 . This pattern has two contiguous file chunks, each of which has size S 1 /2. The first file chunk contains S 1 /2 data elements accessed by thread P 1 , and the sec- ond file chunk contains S 1 /2 data elements accessed by thread P 2 . Clearly, if we place the data elements accessed by P 1 and P 2 in this way, each of them utilizes half of the shared SC1 cache space for this array access, which helps reduce the conflict misses between P 1 and P 2 at runtime. Similarly, we can also construct a SC1 pattern P 3 , P 4 for P 3 and P 4 . Next, we construct a SC2 pattern P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , P 4 of size S 2 , by first repeating the SC1 patterns P 1 , P 2 until size S 2 /2, and then repeating the SC1 pattern P 3 , P 4 for the rest. Clearly, if we place the data elements accessed by P 1 , P 2 , P 3 and P 4 in this way, the space contention among these threads in the shared SC2 cache can be alleviated. This SC2 pattern is the layout pattern we are looking for, and it will be applied repeatedly to create a linear file layout for the entire array.
After forming these layout patterns, we now discuss how to use these patterns to perform array index transformation. The key point is to find the starting address of each file chunk corresponds to a thread. Let us take thread P 1 in Fig. 6(c) for example. Assuming that its base address is base 1 , the starting address of its xth file chunk (x starts from 0) can be calculated as
where base 1 is the starting address of corresponds to P 1 , b 1 and b 2 are the starting addresses of patterns P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , P 4 and P 1 , P 2 that contain the xth file chunk, respectively. Let t 1 be the number of times that P 1 , P 2 repeats inside P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , P 4 , i.e., t 1 = S 2 /2S 1 , then we have b 1 = (x%t 1 )S 1 and
The starting address of the xth file chunk of other threads can be calculated in the same way. In general, in a symmetric n-layer cache hierarchy with evenlydistributed threads across compute nodes, let S i be the storage cache capacity at the ith layer, N i be the number of caches that a SCi cache connects to at layer (i − 1) (e.g., N 2 = 2 in Fig. 6(c) , since an SC2 cache is connected to two SC1 caches), l be the number of threads per SC1 cache (or compute node), and t i represent the number of times a SCi pattern repeats inside a SC(i + 1) pattern (
, where 1 i n − 1, and b n = (x/(t 1 · · · t n−1 ))S n . The starting address of the xth file chunk of P t can be calculated as:
The pseudo-code for this storage cache hierarchy-aware file layout formation/indexing is given in Algorithm 1.
Discussion
We next discuss the limitations of our work. First, in the proposed approach, we treat all out-of-core data as temporary. In other words, the mapping of array data determine its transformation matrix T i by using Eq. (4). 5 :
for each data elements a accessed by thread j do 8: if counter == S 1 /p then 9: x j ++; . . .
12:
bn ← (x j /(t 1 · · · t n−1 ))Sn; 14 :
Addr( a) ← addr j ; 16: counter ← 0; 17: else 18: addr j ++; counter++; 19: end if 20: end for 21: end for 22 : end for to file stream only exist in the image and is optimized for a particular number of threads and storage hierarchy. Therefore, the data is not readable by other applications. One possible way to solve this problem is to add two more layout transformations to our approach (one for input and one for output arrays). Specifically, the input arrays can be transformed -at the beginning of the program -from a canonical layout (e.g., row major) and the output arrays -at the end of the program -can be transformed either into a canonical layout or into a layout that is desired by the application that will use those arrays as input.
Second, in the proposed approach, recompilation is needed when the system-parameters are changed, such as storage cache hierarchy, cache size, and number of I/O caches. However, we are working on an extension that generates layout for a "template hierarchy" instead of a specific (concrete) hierarchy. For example, all hierarchies with the same number of high-level caches connected to a low-level cache can be considered as belonging to the same "template", and a single compilation for all architectures that belong to the same template would suffice (with some performance loss, of course).
Experiments
Setup and applications
We performed our experiments using a Linux cluster that runs MPI-IO [17] on top of the PVFS parallel file system [7] . PVFS is a parallel file system that stripes file data across multiple disks in different nodes in a cluster. It accommodates multiple user interfaces, which include MPI-IO, traditional Linux interface, and the native PVFS library interface. While as explained earlier, our approach is quite general and determines a file layout for any given storage cache hierarchy, in our experimental evaluation we focus on a three-tier system (of the type shown in Fig. 1 ), and assume that only I/O and storage layers have caches. The major configuration parameters used in our experimental evaluation and their default values are given in Table 1 . Later in our experiments, we change the values of some of these parameters and carry out a sensitivity analysis. We used a set of 16 multi-threaded scientific applications that manipulate disk-resident data. Brief descriptions and important characteristics of these applications are listed in Table 2 . These applications are collected from different sources and their common characteristic is that they are I/O-intensive. Apsi, applu, swim and mgrid are out-of-core versions of wellknown SPECOMP [39] applications, and similarly, bt and sp are out-of-core versions of the corresponding NAS benchmarks [34] . S3asim and qio are frequently used I/O benchmarks [35] . cc-ver-1 and cc-ver-2 are two different implementations for protein structure prediction, and afores is the I/O template for an alternative fuel combustion simulation code (these codes are locally maintained). Twer is a twister simulation kernel, and hf, sar and contour are implementations of the Hartree-Fock method, synthetic aperture radar kernel, and contour display, respectively. These applications use different programming interfaces (e.g., MPI-IO, PnetCDF, HDF5); but, all use PVFS beneath this interface. The cache statistics and execution times presented in the last three columns of Table 2 are for the "original applications" without any file-layout optimization (but caches are used in both I/O node and storage node layers), when using the setup shown in Table 1 . Also, in this default execution, each thread of the application is assigned to a single compute node, and we thus have a total of 64 threads (although our approach can also work with multiple threads per compute nodes). Note: The system architecture is similar to the one shown in Fig. 1 (except for the number of nodes at different layers). We implemented our storage caches at I/O and storage nodes. For this purpose, a portion of the main memory in each node is reserved to keep copies of the frequently-used data. The unit of granularity for managing these caches is a data block whose value is the same as the stripe size (at the storage node level). These storage caches are managed using the LRU policy and are inclusive. Note that, while the results we present below depend on the specific caching policy employed (e.g., LRU; inclusive), our approach itself can work with any storage caching policy, that is, it is orthogonal to how the storage caches in the system are managed. Later in this section we also present results with two state-of-the-art exclusive caching policies.
We implemented our file layout optimization algorithm using the SUIF compiler framework [40] . Our optimization increased compilation times of the original applications by about 36% on average, and the highest compilation time observed was about 50 seconds. For each application program in our experimental suite, in addition to the "default execution" which uses the "original file layouts", we performed experiments with our proposed inter-node file layout optimization.
Before we start presenting our experimental evaluation, we want to discuss how our approach improved file layouts of different data arrays manipulated by these multi-threaded benchmark codes. The number of disk-resident arrays in our codes ranges from 3 (in benchmark afores) to 17 (in benchmark twer). When considering all the codes tested, our approach was able to optimize about 72% of these arrays on average. In particular, we were able to optimize the layouts of all arrays in benchmark s3asim.
Results with the default values of our experimental parameters
Our first set of results, given in Fig. 7(a) , present the execution times normalized with respect to the default execution described above. Based on the results collected, our applications can be divided into three groups. In the first group, which contains cc-ver-1, s3asim and twer, are applications that do not benefit from inter-node file layout optimization. The underly- Table 2 .
ing reason for this can change from one application to another. For example, cc-ver-1 and s3asim already have very good cache hit rates in their default execution; there is simply no scope for additional performance improvement. In comparison, in twer, overlyconflicting requests from different threads at different points in execution prevent the compiler from choosing a good file layout. The applications in the second group, which contains bt, cc-ver-2, astro, wupwise, contour and mgrid, benefit reasonable well from the inter-node layout optimization (with improvements ranging between 8% and 13%). In the third group, which includes applications swim, afores, sar, hf, qio, applu and sp, the inter-node layout optimization brings significant benefits (between 21% and 26%). When all applications are considered our compiler-based file layout optimization scheme brings an average execution time improvement of 23.7%. To explain these results, we present in Table 3 the normalized misses in I/O and shared caches.
Sensitivity experiments
Our goal in this section is to present and discuss results from our sensitivity experiments. In each experiment presented below, only one parameter value is modified; the remaining parameters retain their default values given in Table 1 .
In our first set of sensitivity experiments, we try different thread-to-compute node mappings. In the results plotted in Fig. 7(b) , Mapping I denotes our default thread mapping used in our experiments so far (and is reproduced here for ease of comparison). On the other hand, Mapping II, Mapping III and Mapping IV represent different (alternate) thread mappings. Different mappings of threads to compute nodes (which are actually different random permutations of threads to compute nodes) are not expected to generate significantly different results from one another in these applications, mostly due to the data parallel nature of computations. In three applications however, namely, cc-ver-2, afores and sar, where the parallel computations mostly implement a master-slave model rather than a data-parallel model, thread mapping makes a difference. Even in these cases however, the difference among different thread mappings remains within 6%, indicating that the behavior of our approach is largely independent of the underlying thread-to-compute node mapping employed. In other words, our approach successfully tailors the file layout to any given parallel data access pattern.
Next, we measure the sensitivity of our schemes to the cache capacities employed at different layers. Recall from Table 1 that, by default, we have 1 GB and 2 GB caches in the I/O and storage layers, respectively. It can be observed from Fig. 7(c) that, when the cache sizes are small, our approach brings more improvements. This is because a smaller cache capacity makes it more critical to exploit data locality. The next parameter we study is the number of nodes at different layers of the storage hierarchy. Recall from Table 1 that we have 64 compute nodes, 16 I/O nodes, and 4 storage nodes in our default configuration. We use (64, 16, 4) to refer to this default configuration. Table 1 . One observation we can make from these results is that our approach is more successful when there is more pressure on I/O and storage caches, that is, when they are shared by more client and I/O nodes, respectively. This is because the careful management of available cache space becomes more important under high sharing.
We next study the sensitivity of our savings to the data block size. Recall that, the data block is the cache space management unit, and is also the stripe size used in our experiments. The results in Fig. 7 (e) indicate that working with smaller block sizes tends to improve the performance benefits brought by our approach. This is expected as a smaller block size allows a finer granular management of available cache space, which in turn leads to better file layouts for the disk-resident datasets.
The graph in Fig. 7(f) plots the normalized execution times when our approach is applied targeting I/O nodes only (the first bar), storage nodes only (the second bar), and both layers (the version evaluated so far; the third bar). One can clearly observe from these results that targeting the entire storage hierarchy is critical. In other words, targeting individual layers in the storage hierarchy is not sufficient. In fact, targeting only I/O node layer and storage node layer result in average performance improvements of 9.1% and 13.0%, respectively, which are much lower than the case where we target both the layers (23.7%).
Comparison against prior work
In this section, we first compare our approach to two previously-proposed compiler-guided data locality optimization strategies. The first of these strategies [26] implements an intelligent loop iteration distribution strategy that targets at exploiting locality in hierarchical storage caches. Specifically, the scheme described in [26] implements an iterative strategy, which clusters loop iterations based on the topology of the underlying storage cache hierarchy and how client nodes share caches that reside at different layers of the hierarchy. Note that this is a computation restructuring strategy, as opposed to our approach, which is a data (file) layout optimization strategy. The second strategy [27] proposes a file layout optimization method (in addition to computation restructuring) for I/O intensive applications, but does not target explicitly hierarchical storage systems. This strategy basically implements a profilerbased dimension reindexing method, using which, for example, the compiler can convert a row-major file layout to a column-major one. In our implementation of this strategy, using profiling, we exhaustively tried all possible dimension reindexings (e.g., for a threedimensional disk-resident array, six possible file layouts) and selected the one that generated the best execution time. The normalized execution times (again, with respect to the default execution) achieved with these schemes are presented in Fig. 7(g) , along with the results obtained when using our proposed approach (inter). We can make two observations from these results. First, our layout based approach is more successful than the computation mapping. This is primarily because most disk-intensive scientific applications implement data parallel computations where computation mapping is not the most critical factor. The result is that computation mapping achieves about 7.6% improvement (compared to 23.7% obtained using our approach). Our second observation is that the prior file layout optimization [27] leads to an improvement of 7.1% on average. The reason why this value is much below than what is obtained with our approach is because the layouts determined by our approach cannot simply be expressed as a dimension reindexing or a combination of several dimension reindexings applied one after another. As explained earlier, our approach determines a file layout by considering parallel data accesses coming from all compute nodes (and the underlying storage cache hierarchy), which is something cannot be achieved through dimension reindexing.
So far in our experimental analysis, we tested our approach under an LRU based hierarchical cache management policy with inclusive caches. It is important to note that our strategy determines an optimized file layout considering accesses coming from parallel threads. Therefore, in principle, this strategy can be used along with any cache hierarchy management strategy. To check this, we also implemented two previously proposed hierarchical cache management schemes ( [47] and [44] ) and tested them under our file layout optimization strategy. KARMA [47] implements exclusive caching by using application hints at all layers to classify all cached blocks into disjoint sets and partition the cache according to this classification. DEMOTE-LRU [44] also implements exclusive caching where clients do block demotions, and the storage array employs the traditional LRU cache management for both demoted and recently read blocks. In our experiments, we applied these caching schemes only to the I/O and storage layers, which are also the layers targeted by our approach. In the results presented in Fig. 7(h) , the second bar for each application indicates the execution time achieved when our approach is used with [47] , normalized to the result obtained when using [47] without our approach. Similarly, the third bar represents indicates the execution time achieved when our approach is used with [44] , normalized to the result obtained when using [44] without our approach. As can be seen from these results, the effectiveness of our layout optimization strategy increases when using these alternate storage hierarchy management schemes. In fact, the average improvements in execution cycles are 30.1% with [47] and 28.6% with [44] . The reason why our approach increases the effectiveness of KARMA is because more localized data accesses enables KARMA to generate more accurate hints. On the other hand, our approach improves the effectiveness of DEMOTE-LRU (as compared to LRU) because it leads to better demotions.
Related work
We now discuss previous work related to our file layout optimization.
Multi-level caching
Most prior work [10, 37, 41, 45] focuses on improving behavior of storage (or second-level) cache management because the behavior of the second-level cache is often hard to characterize, making cache management schemes inadequate. Particularly, Zhou et al. [50] show that LRU is not suitable for managing storage cache. To address LRU's poor performance, several techniques, such as multi-queue replacement [49] , eviction-based placement policies [8] and CLOCKpro [20] have been proposed. Choi et al. propose a fine-grained file-level characterization of chunk references in buffer management [10] . Vilayannur et al. present selective caching because caching of certain block is not always beneficial [41] . Sarhan and Das propose to use the on-disk buffers for caching intervals between successive streams, while multimediaon-demand servers improves resource sharing by intelligent request schedulers [37] . Our approach complements any existing caching policies with improved cache locality because of file layout transformation.
Recently, many studies [3, 9, 16, 21, 28, 44, 46] looked into cache management for multi-level storage hierarchies. The main motivation for these studies is that the modern networked storage systems have a hierarchy of caches, and special care needs to be taken in order to manage those cache hierarchies efficiently. A key idea is how to reduce negative interference while keeping most valuable blocks in shared cache [46] . Techniques to extract and predict the most valuable blocks include transforming application-level requirement into I/O reservations [3] , correlating program counters with program context [16] , exploiting reference regularities [28] , locality of file chunks of nonuniform strength [23] , and automatic application reference pattern detection [9] . Wong and Wilkes [44] explore the exclusive cache policies against the prevalent inclusive ones. These studies are system-level approaches and are, therefore, orthogonal to our approach.
Exploiting data access pattern
Another set of research efforts aim to use access pattern history or other hints for I/O performance improvement [6, 14, 22, 24, 33, 36, 42, 47, 48] . Proposed techniques infer or predict future access patterns using a guest OS's buffer cache information [24] , chunk access history [48] , hints from an application (or client) [6, 33, 36, 47] , and temporal and spatial locality in buffer cache [14, 22] . The inferred access pattern can then be used for dynamic and/or adaptive cache management policies. Our approach would increase effectiveness of access pattern extraction mainly because transformed file layouts could help improve cache locality.
I/O prefetching
Prefetching and its effects on shared storage caches have also been extensively studied [5, 11, 13, 15, 29, 31, 32] . These studies showed inefficiencies of existing replacement algorithms [5, 11] , and proposed several techniques such as managing prefetch memory for online servers [31] , Diskseen [11] , self-tuning adaptive cache management policy [15] , combined prefetching and caching for systems with multiple disks [29] . More recent studies proposed studied the problems in sequential prefetching and proposed adaptive asynchronous algorithms [13] and TaP [32] . All these studies investigate how to prevent prefetched pages from being evicted before being used. These studies are similar to ours because the main goal is to improve storage cache performance, but they are not explicitly target multi-level storage cache hierarchies. Unlike these studies, our approach is based on compiler analysis and file layout changes.
Compiler support for out-of-core computations
The compiler techniques have been extensively explored in I/O and studied blocking/tiling [43] , out-ofcore compilation that efficiently block data movement between storage and memory [4, 25] , etc. Kandemir et al. [27] propose a compiler-based approach to optimize cache behavior in the I/O server only. Chang and Gibson used speculative execution technique as an extension of TIP [36] . The work most relevant to our study was conducted by Kandemir et al. [26] , who used a compiler to map computation for multi-level storage cache hierarchies. Our approach is similar to this computation mapping in that we also use a compiler analysis, but our approach is to optimize file layouts rather than restructuring computations. technique is more focused on file layout optimization. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that uses a compiler to optimize file layout to optimize the performance of multi-level storage cache hierarchies.
Concluding remarks
The main contribution of this paper is a compilerdriven file layout optimization strategy that targets hierarchical storage caches. By analyzing a given application code, the proposed strategy determines parallel accesses to shared disk-resident arrays and changes the mapping between the array elements and linear file space such that the data elements accessed by a thread are stored in consecutive file locations minimizing the number of data blocks needed in the shared cache space. We tested the effectiveness of the proposed compiler algorithm using 16 I/O intensive applications and different hierarchical storage configurations. The collected experimental data are very promising and indicate that our approach generates significant performance improvements under various multi-layer cache management policies. Our results also show that the proposed approach outperforms prior code and file layout optimization based strategies.
